Patty Ryan
Artist • Creator • Maker
An exciting new phase of Patty Ryan’s career, “The Fine
Artist” forms a fitting title to follow an illustrious career
where her creation of styles, brands and record labels
are among a few of the staples which contributed to our
culture today.
Originally from Minnesota, Patty moved to Chicago
where she quickly left her career at Elite modeling
agency to pursue her new-found passion of introducing
a new genre, “House Music”, and its pioneers to the world.
Patty co-created the successful Mushroom Jazz brand
which later morphed into Mushroom Productions in
San Francisco where she organized hundreds of events
around the U.S. and helped build careers of world
renowned DJs including Mark Farina. Later she brought
this production company into the newly formed OM
Records where she is still a large shareholder. At OM she
lead the artistic output and collected critical acclaim for
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Goddesses of Light Collection
The Process
Patty conceived this project using a friend’s paintings and
high-rez photo captures. She begins by employing a circle
packing algorithm with a variety of inputs which result in a
distorted depiction of the original art. This process can
sometimes be wielded up to 100 times before the desired effect
is achieved. Once manipulations are complete, the image (or
combination of layered images) are subject to more nuanced
effects as they are finished in Photoshop. The art is then
bonded to an acrylic panel and mounted inside its steel frame.
Following her penchant for large format, these light boxes trend
oversize with fully intelligent lighting controlled analogically
from the exterior. Each light emitting diode (LED) is positioned
on a grid according to the artwork it backs, programmed to pulse
or twinkle or simply sit still based on the users input. The three
smallest artworks in this series remain minimal with only a
dimmer to set the mood. The boxes are tastefully wired with
braided cloth cords.

Technical Specs
Steel, DuraTrans adhesive film, Acrylic panel, Pixel LEDs,
Octopus breakout board, Teensy controller chip, momentary
button, potentiometer, UL Listed components.
Reverse printed on high density, semi-opaque adhesive film
called DuraTrans, the image is affixed to the interior face of an
acrylic sheet.
Steel frames are engineered in Adobe Illustrator to correspond
with their image. Generated CAD files are used for laser cutting
the steel in one piece to be formed, welded and finished by San
Francisco fabricator and patina specialist Christie Capelli.
Interiors are lit by hundreds of individually addressable, 5V DC
Pixel LEDs mounted in a birchwood grid created using a CNC
laser cutting machine. The lights are programmed through a
Teensy 3.2 chip connected to an 8 channel breakout board
called, “Octopus” created by Essence Engineering’s Mingjing
Huang. Programs are controlled via toggle switch and
potentiometer knob which allow the user to control:
1. All on/knob controls dimming
2. All on with twinkle effect behind figure/knob controls rate of twinkle speed

Each frame is styled as an analog offset to these technological
pieces. Forged in 18 gauge steel, the frames’ patina or paint,
including control buttons and knobs show their finest in
daylight. When illuminated the panel colors become more rich
and bright while the frames’ circular wraparounds transform into
silhouettes, obscuring portions of the finished art. The effect
created two separate artworks; one for day, one for night. Frame
secures to wall with custom, integrated French cleat.

3. Twinkle only behind figure/knob controls rate of twinkle speed
4. All on with heartbeat effect/knob controls rate of heart speed (Artemis only)
5. Off.

The grounded 110w/26A interior power supply (converting DC to
AC) enables the user to safely plug the art into any 110v outlet in
their home. It’s further safeguarded by 2 inline fuses which
protect the art in the event of a power surge or any imbalance in
building’s power supply.

Artemis
Goddesses of Light Collection
330 Pixel LEDs
20" x 54” x 3.5”
Patinated Steel, DuraTrans Film Print,
Acrylic Panel, Pixel LEDs, Teensy chip,
Interactive Control Knob & Button,
UL Listed Components
Artemis - She had the divine duty of illuminating the
darkness. Artemis was often depicted carrying a
candle or torch, lighting the way for others, leading
them through territories yet uncharted. The
goddess Artemis was always responsive to the
needs of the vulnerable and the suffering. She was
quick to defend the powerless from unjust treatment
at the hands of the Olympian patriarchy; it is not
surprising that in current times Artemis is seen as
the "feminist" goddess.
In Greek mythology Artemis, despite her "wildness"
(her refusal to conform to conventional ways or
tradition) and her fierce independence, was depicted
as one of the compassionate, healing goddesses.
Of all the Greek goddesses, she was the most
self-sufficient, living life on her own terms,
comfortable both in solitude and in holding the reins
of leadership.
The Greek goddess Artemis gives us courage. Like
her counterpart, the Roman goddess Diana, she
illuminates those places that terrify us and lends us
her strength to bring us safely through our fears.

Pidraya
Goddesses of Light Collection
332 Pixel LEDs
25.5" x 50" x 3.5”
Patinated Steel, DuraTrans Film Print,
Acrylic Panel, 5v LEDs, Teensy Controller Chip,
Interactive Control Knob & Button,
UL Listed Components
Pidraya - (Phoenician) is a Canaanite Goddess of
lightning and mist. She is the eldest of the three
daughters of Ba'al, the the great God of rain.
Pidraya's full title is Pidraya bat 'Ar, which translates
to "Flashing or Bright, daughter of Light or Mist", and
She is called the Maiden of Light.
In some translations Her name comes to "the Plump
Damsel", which likely refers both to an ample standard of female beauty as well as to the rich land that
grows fat with produce.
Pidraya is considered a fertility or nature Goddess
due to Her connection with the lightning and rain
that nourish and quicken the crops.
Her sisters are Aretsaya, Goddess of the Earth, and
Talaya, "Dew, Daughter of Rain.”

Uma
Goddesses of Light Collection
340 Pixel LEDs
36" x 36" x 3.5”
Patinated Steel, DuraTrans Film Print,
Acrylic Panel, 5v LEDs, Teensy Controller Chip,
Interactive Control Knob & Button,
UL Listed Components
Uma - (India) The Golden Goddess, personifying light
and beauty. Ascetic and Virginal Goddess of light,
splendour, great beauty and wisdom; Great
mountain Mother; She Who nourishes the world with
life sustaining vegetables which emerge from Her
body during the rains; the Matron of yogic
asceticism; She with Whom many Goddesses have
become identified and by Whose names She is also
known.
She represents the power of light, which illumines
and makes understanding possible. In temporarily
disregarding Her own needs, She is able to see more
clearly.
Her name is said to have been given to Her by Her
mother, who upon learning of her plan to practice
extreme self-denial, cried out, "U! Ma!" which means
"Oh! Don't!" Alternately, Uma is said to mean "Light,"
or "The Peace of Night."

Oya
Goddesses of Light Collection
265 Pixel LEDs
28" x 37" x 3.5”
Painted Steel, DuraTrans Film Print,
Acrylic Panel, 5v LEDs, Teensy Controller Chip,
Interactive Control Knob & Button,
UL Listed Components
In Africa, Oya (pronounced oh-yah) is the Yoruban
Goddess of weather, especially tornadoes, lightning,
destructive rainstorms, fire, female leadership,
persuasive charm, and transformation. She is also
one of the most powerful of Brazilian Macumba
deities. When women find themselves in hard-to-resolve conflicts, she is the one to call on for protection.
Goddess of the Winds of Change; the Primeval
Mother of Chaos. Using her machete, or sword of
truth, she cuts through stagnation and clears the
way for new growth. She does what needs to be
done. She is the wild woman, the force of change;
She is also Queen of the Marketplace, a shrewd
businesswoman.
Oya is both loved and feared, and for good reason:
unleashed, Oya is the Savage Warrior, the Protective
Mother, She whose power sweeps all injustice, deceit
and dishonesty from Her path. While She understands everything, She will only accept, act upon,
and speak the truth (even when it is hard to bear.)
Oya is known as a fierce warrior and strong protectress of women, who call on Her to settle disputes in
their favor.
A Fire Goddess, it is Oya who brings rapid change
and aids us in both inner and outer transformation.

Aurora
Goddesses of Light Collection
236 Pixel LEDs
26" x 32.5” x 3.5”
Buffed Steel, DuraTrans Film Print,
Acrylic Panel, Pixel LEDs, Teensy Chip,
Interactive Control Knob & Button,
UL Listed Components
Aurora - Greek goddess of the dawning morning. She
gave birth to the morning star and the winds.
Ever-young, and the first to awake, so that She may
bring the light of day.
She is a celestial sister to the sun and the moon. To
the Greeks she was known as Eos.
Aurora Borealis is derived from the Greek words
“Aurora” meaning “sunrise” and “Boreas” meaning
“wind”. For the ancient Greeks to have seen the
lights there must have been some incredibly strong
solar activity because sightings so far south are
almost unheard of.
The Romans also associated the Northern Lights
with a new day believing them to be Aurora, the
goddess of dawn.

Electryone
Goddesses of Light Collection
LED Perimeter Lights
20.5" X 21"
Patinated Steel, DuraTrans Film Print,
Acrylic Panel, 5v LEDs, UL Listed components

Electryone - (Greek) Goddess of the morning and
man's waking sense. She was a governess of a man’s
sense, she provided rising of the mind and
enlightenment, being lifted to a higher ability to
govern greater common sense when asked. (Also
known as Alectrona or Electryo.)
In 3rd century BC a temple was built in her honor
with special rules and regulations to be read before
entering. She died a virgin and it is said that after
her ‘death’ she was honored as a heroine on the
Island of Rhodes.
The name ‘Electryone’ means ‘amber, shining,
iridescent.

Inanna
Goddesses of Light Collection
LED Perimeter Lights
18” x 22”
Patinated Steel, DuraTrans Film Print,
Acrylic Panel, 5v LEDs, UL Listed components

Inanna - (Mesopotamia) also known as Ishtar in
Akkadian mythology, is a goddess associated with
the morning and evening star, Venus. She is viewed
as both an independent, powerful and sensual
figure, but also as a young girl under patriarchal
control. The goddess is also noted for her
dual-nature, her feminine as well as masculine traits,
a witting shield to the patriarchy.

Theia
Goddesses of Light Collection
LED Perimeter Lights
16” x 16”
Buffed Steel, DuraTrans Film Print,
Acrylic Panel, 5v LEDs, UL Listed components

Theia - a titan goddess associated with the sun:
Thea was one of the Titans, daughter of Uranus and
Gaea. The alternative spelling of her name, Theia,
means divine; goddess; while her other name,
Euryphaessa, is a combination of the Greek words
"eury", meaning wide, and "phaos", meaning bright.
Hence, she was the goddess of light and was
thought to be of considerable beauty. She was also
the deity that endowed gold, silver and gems with
their radiance.

